
Introduction

Our understanding of the role of interstitial cells of Cajal (ICC) in
control of gastrointestinal motility has been facilitated greatly by
studying mice and rats which harbour a mutation in the c-kit gene
that results in abnormal development of subtypes of ICC. In the
intestine it has provided strong evidence for a pacemaker function

of ICC associated with Auerbach’s plexus (ICC-AP), in intestinal tis-
sues without ICC-AP, no electrical slow wave activity was observed
[1, 2]. This was substantiated by studies on isolated ICC which
showed rhythmic pacemaker currents whereas isolated smooth
muscle cells did not [3, 4]. In vivo, the absence of ICC pacemaker
cells markedly affects intestinal motility with the regular rhythmic
anally directed peristalsis replaced by disorganized contractile
activity [5]. Further studies showed that the intestinal musculature
in W mutant animals, in response to stretch or distention can pro-
duce rhythmic propagating contractions in the absence of ICC [6],
clearly indicating that the musculature harbours a backup system
to generate propulsive contractile activity. In the absence of ICC,
the musculature can be paced by external stimuli and the regulation
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The colon of Ws/Ws mutant rats shows impairment of pacemaker activity and altered inhibitory neurotransmission. The present study
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to be immature ICC. In addition, a marked increase in immunoreactivity for insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor (Igf1r) occurred, 
co-localized with CD34 but not with c-Kit. A significantly higher number of Igf1r�/CD34� cells were found in Ws/Ws compared to wild-
type rat colons. These CD34�/Igf1r� cells in the Ws/Ws colon occupied the same space as FL-ICC. Hence we propose that a subset of
immature ICC (FL-ICC) consists of adult progenitor cells. Immunohistochemistry revealed a reduction of neurons positive for neuronal
nitric oxide synthase. The functional capabilities of the immature ICC and the regenerative capabilities of the adult progenitor cells need
further study. The morphological features described here show that the loss of pacemaker activity is not associated with failure to
develop a network of interstitial cells around AP but a failure to develop this network into fully functional pacemaker cells. The reduc-
tion in nitrergic innervation associated with the Ws mutation may be the result of a reduction in nitrergic neurons.
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of contraction frequency is clearly different [7]. As outlined above,
most of the evidence for a role of ICC has been obtained in the
small intestine, although the earliest studies showing a relationship
between physical removal of ICC and loss of pacemaker activity were
carried out in the canine colon [8–10]. The canine colon, however,
is not a good model for human colonic motility and it is highly rel-
evant to study the role of ICC in other models [11]. The rat colon
has provided us with data suggesting that ICC-AP are associated
with regular rhythmic depolarizations at 1.2 cycles/min. [12, 13]
and that ICC associated with the submuscular plexus (ICC-SMP)
may provide a pacemaker function associated with fast rhythmic
depolarizations at 20 cycles/min. [13]. In the Ws/Ws colon, this
high-frequency pacemaker activity was not evident [12] and the
present study provides support for the hypothesis that absence of
ICC-SMP is responsible for this.

The role of ICC in innervation is more controversial. Evidence for
a role of ICC in mediating nitrergic innervation to the musculature
was obtained using the W/Wv stomach [14]. This led to a hypothe-
sis that nitric oxide would not effectively diffuse from varicosities to
smooth muscle cells suggesting that ICC were essential in nitrergic
innervation [15]. Subsequently studies appeared that showed evi-
dence in support of [16, 17] or against [18, 19] the hypothesis. The
role of ICC in innervation of the gut is likely to be very important but
it should primarily be viewed as innervation of ICC to modify ICC
function and thereby indirectly affecting smooth muscle activity.
Controversies in interpretation have been due in part to our limited
understanding of consequences of the W mutation on gut structure
and function other than partial loss of ICC. This is particularly true
for the colon, where we studied pacemaker activity and inhibitory
innervation of wild-type and Ws/Ws rats [12]. We observed marked
impairment of pacemaker activity which could have been due to loss
of pacemaker ICC. We also observed a reduction in inhibitory nitr-
ergic innervation which could have been due to loss of intramuscular
ICC (ICC-IM) or loss of nitrergic nerves. The present study set out
to investigate structural and immunohistochemical features of inter-
stitial cells and nitrergic nerves that would give evidence for or
against these hypotheses. In addition, we suggested that if loss of
ICC was to be found, this might be due not to loss of cells but to the
presence of immature ICC: immature ICC present at birth [20] might
develop without further differentiation. In addition we sought evidence
for the hypothesis that all or some of these immature ICC might
have features of ICC progenitor cells as deduced from studies on the
murine stomach [21]. We were also interested in the relationship
between potential progenitor cells based on immunohistochemistry
and fibroblast-like ICC (FL-ICC) as identified by ultrastructural studies
in the rat stomach [22].

Material and methods

Animals and tissue preparation

Ten Ws/Ws and sibling wild-type rats of both sexes and over 10 weeks old
were used in the present study. After the animals were decapitated, the

entire colon was removed. Colon was washed in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) and divided into three different parts: proximal, mid and distal as
previously described [23]. The housing and handling of animals were
approved either by the McMaster University Animal Care Committee and
the Canadian Council on Animal Care or by The Ethics Committee of the
Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona.

Immunohistochemistry for c-Kit, neuronal nitric
oxide synthase (nNOS), insulin-like growth factor
1 receptor (Igf1r), CD34 and protein gene product
9.5 (PGP 9.5)

Both the proximal, mid and distal colon segments were prepared for frozen
sections and musculature whole-mount preparations, respectively. All
whole-mount specimens were prepared under the dissection microscope
by peeling the mucosa and submucosa with sharp dissection tool. For
frozen section preparations, tissues were embedded in Tissue-Tek (Miles
Lab., Haperville, IL, USA) and frozen in isopentane in a beaker submerged
in liquid nitrogen. Frozen sections measuring 8 �m were cut with the cryo-
stat and mounted on the coated slides. Both whole mounts and frozen sec-
tions were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min. and then used to
assess the distribution of c-Kit, nNOS, Igf1r, CD34 and PGP 9.5� cells in
the musculature of rat colon. After blocking the non-specific binding in 5%
normal goat serum or 2% albumin bovine serum (BSA), tissues were incu-
bated overnight at room temperature in primary antibodies, which were
rabbit anti-c-Kit 1:200 (Dakocytomation, Glostrup,  Denmark); rabbit anti-
nNOS 1:500 (Chemicon, Temecula, CA, USA); goat anti-Igf1r (IGF-IR�

(L-15) 1:100 (Santa Cruz Biotech., Santa Cruz, CA, USA), rabbit anti-CD34
1:100 (Santa Cruz Biotech.) and rabbit anti-PGP 9.5 1:2500 (Chemicon).
For light microscopy, secondary antibody was biotin conjugated goat anti-
rabbit IgG and Vectastain ABC Kit (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA,
USA). Three 3� diaminobenzidine (0.05%) plus 0.01% H2O2 in 0.05M Tris
buffer saline (pH 7.6) were used as a peroxidase substrates. For fluores-
cence microscopy (double labelling staining with c-Kit/Igf1r, Igf1r/CD34
and Igf1r/PGP 9.5), secondary antibodies were either Cy3 conjugated don-
key anti-goat IgG/Cy2 conjugated donkey anti-rabbit IgG or Cy3 conjugated
donkey anti-rabbit IgG/Cy2 conjugated donkey anti-goat IgG.

All the antibodies were diluted in 0.2% BSA in 0.05M PBS (pH 7.4) �
0.3% triton-X-100. Negative controls included the omission of primary or
secondary antibodies from the incubation solution. All the immunostaining
were examined either using a conventional microscope with an attached
digital camera (Sony 3CCD, Model # DXC-930, Tokyo, Japan) or a confo-
cal microscope (Zeiss LSM 510, Göttingen, Germany) with excitation
wavelengths (488 nm and 595 nm) appropriate for Cy2 and Cy3.

Quantification of Igf1r, Igf1r/CD34 and Igf1r/PGP
9.5 immunoreactivities

Quantification on the frozen sections was performed with Photoshop, ver-
sion 7.0 (Adobe Systems; Mountain View, CA, USA). Fifty sections
immunostained with Igf1r or double labelled with Igf1r/CD34 and
Igf1r/PGP 9.5 were chosen, respectively. Immunopositivity was identified
and highlighted using density slicing on colour scale images. The area with
either single labelled or double labelled immunoreactivity on each picture
was measured and expressed as percentage of total area. Regions with
increased background staining, occasionally found at the borders of the
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image, were excluded from the analysis. Another ‘background’ feature was
the Igf1r immunoreactivity found on enteric nerves in wild-type as well as
Ws/Ws rats; this was to be expected since insulin is a proven growth fac-
tor for nerves [24]. Values are expressed as mean � S.E. Means were
compared using Student’s unpaired t-test. Data were considered statisti-
cally significant when P � 0.05.

Stereological analysis of nNOS immunoreactivity

An established stereological technique, the fractionator technique [25–27]
was used to count the number of nNOS� cells in the proximal, mid and dis-
tal colon of both Ws/Ws and wild-type rats as previously described [23].
Briefly, whole-mount preparations were used to study the morphology and
area density (number of cells/mm2: see stereological analysis) of nNOS�

cells. The counting was performed on systematic random fields of vision
by moving an unbiased counting frame through the full thickness of the
whole-mount specimen. The stereological analysis of nNOS� cells was
carried out on a computer monitor using computer-assisted interactive
stereological test systems (The CAST-grid software, Olympus, Glostrup,
Denmark). The nNOS� cells were counted as one group through the entire
thickness of the whole mount. Unpaired t-tests were used to determine
 differences between wild-type and Ws/Ws rats in each segment. ANOVA was
used to compare proximal, mid and distal colon.

Conventional electron microscopy

Tissues from proximal, mid and distal colon of both Ws/Ws and wild-type
rats were removed and fixed by immersion in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.075 M
sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4, containing 4.5% sucrose and 1 mM
CaCl2 for 6 hrs at room temperature. After primary fixation, 1-cm-wide
pieces were cut from each tissue and immersed in the same fixative for an
additional fixation overnight at 4�C. Following fixation, all tissues were
washed in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer, containing 6% sucrose and 1.24 mM
CaCl2 (pH 7.4) at 4�C. After washing, each piece was cut in circular and lon-
gitudinal strips. The tissue strips were post-fixed with 1% OsO4 in 0.1 M
cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) at room temperature for 60 min., stained with
saturated uranyl acetate for 30 min. at room temperature, dehydrated in
graded ethanol and propylene oxide, and embedded in Epon-Araldite.
Semi-thick sections (1 �m) were cut and stained with 1% toluidine blue for
light microscopic examination. Following the examination of the toluidine
blue stained sections, ultrathin sections were cut, mounted on grids and
stained with lead citrate. The grids were examined in a JEOL-1200 EX
Biosystem electron microscope (Jeol Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) at 80 kV.

Immunoelectron microscopy for c-Kit

Both wild-type and Ws/Ws colons were fixed by immersion in 4%
paraformaldehyde, 0.1% glutaraldehyde and 0.2% picric acid in 0.1 M phos-
phate buffer (PB, pH 7.4) for 1 hr at room temperature. After a brief rinse in
0.1 M PB, tissue was washed vigorously at room temperature in several
changes of 50% ethanol until the picric acid staining of the tissue had disap-
peared (about 20 min.). Vibro-sections of 150 �m were cut with a vibrotome
(Lancer, series 1000, Lancer, Vibratome, St. Louis, MO, USA), washed in 
0.11 yds PB and incubated in 0.1% NaBH3CN (Aldrich Chemical Co.,
Milwaukee, WI, USA) in 0.1 M PB for 15 min. at room temperature to increase
the tissue permeability. Same immunostaining steps (ABC technique) as light

microscopic immunohistochemistry were performed except that 0.3% triton-
X-100 was taken out from 0.05 M PBS (pH 7.4). The tissue was checked by
light microscopy to see if the reaction was suitable, prior to being post-fixed,
block-stained, dehydrated, embedded and grid-stained with lead citrate for
conventional electron microscope examination as mentioned above.

Results

Quantitative immunohistochemistry

In order to assess correlations between loss of electrical pacemaker
activity [12] and ICC, c-Kit� ICC were examined. In proximal, mid
and distal colons of wild-type rats, c-Kit immunohistochemical
staining on frozen sections showed c-Kit� cells at the level of Auerbach’s
plexus (ICC-AP), the submuscular plexus (ICC-SMP) and within the
musculature (ICC-IM). ICC-APs were abundant and connected to
each other to form a dense network at the level of Auerbach’s
plexus (Fig. 1a, c and e). They usually surrounded the myenteric
ganglia (Fig. 1a and c) and occasionally c-Kit� cells were observed
protruding into the ganglia (Fig. 1c). c-Kit� ICC were also seen to
extend into the circular and longitudinal muscle layers to connect
with ICC-IM close to Auerbach’s plexus (Fig. 1a). c-Kit� ICC-IM
usually ran parallel to adjacent smooth muscle cells. c-Kit� cells
were also concentrated at the level of the SMP at the border of the
submucosa (Fig. 1a, c and e) and formed a local network (not
shown, see [12]). In the proximal and mid colons of Ws/Ws rats
(Fig. 1b and d), relatively few c-Kit� ICC-AP had developed,
whereas hardly any ICC at the level of the SMP and within the
muscle layers were encountered. There was hardly any c-Kit�

reaction at any level in the distal colon of Ws/Ws rats (Fig. 1f).
In order to provide a possible explanation for an observed

reduction of nitrergic neurotransmission in the Ws/Ws colon [12],
nNOS� neurons were examined. nNOS� neurons were present
between the circular and the longitudinal smooth muscle layers at
the level of Auerbach’s plexus forming a network of nerve strands
with cell bodies in ganglia, in both wild-type (Fig. 2a–c) and
Ws/Ws rats (Fig. 2d–f). nNOS� cells displayed dark somata and
non-reacting nuclei. Myenteric ganglia were interconnected by
nNOS� nerve strands of variable length and thickness. Regional
differences were found between the three parts of the colon both
in wild-type and Ws/Ws animals (Fig. 2g and h). The highest den-
sity of nNOS� cells (ANOVA P � 0.05) was found in the mid colon
for both wild-type and mutant animals (Fig. 2g and h). The density
of nNOS� cells was higher in wild-type rats than in Ws/Ws 
animals, with the exception of the proximal colon (Table 1).

In order to identify potential ICC progenitor cells [21], double
labelling of c-Kit and Igf1r (Fig. 3a–l), Igf1r and CD34 (Fig. 4a–i)
or Igf1r and PGP 9.5 (Fig. 5a–f) was carried out. In both wild-type
and Ws/Ws rat colons, Igf1r� cells were found in areas where ICC
reside. In wild-type tissue, they were mainly located at the level of
Auerbach’s plexus and moderately in the SMP and within smooth
muscle layers (Fig. 3b and e). In Ws/Ws colon, Igf1r� cells were
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Fig. 1 Immunohistochemistry (frozen sections)
showing c-Kit� cells in the proximal (a and b), mid
(c and d) and distal (e and f) colon from wild-type
(a, c and e) and Ws/Ws (b, d and f) rats. In wild-
type rats (a, c and e) a high density of c-Kit� cells
is observed at the level of the AP surrounding the
ganglia, at the submucosal (SubM) border and
within both circular (CM) and longitudinal muscle
(LM) layers. Small arrows in figure a show ICC-AP
connected with ICC-IM in the circular muscle layer
and small arrows in (c) indicate the ICC-AP pro-
truding into the myenteric ganglia. Mutant rats only
showed a few c-Kit� cells at the AP region. Scale
bar is for (a)–(f).

Fig. 2 Whole mount preparations showing nNOS� cells in the proximal, mid and distal colon from wild-type (a–c) and Ws/Ws (d–f) rats. Myenteric
ganglia (G) were interconnected to each other by nerve strands.
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Colon Wild-type (n � 4) Ws/Ws (n � 4) % loss Significance

nNOS� cells at
Auerbach’s plexus

Proximal 53.7 � 0.8 40.9 � 1.3 n.s.

Mid 138.6 � 0.1 89.7 � 0.5 35% P � 0.01

Distal 81.6 � 0.3 57.6 � 0.3 29% P � 0.05

Table 1 Comparison of the density of nNOS� cells between wild-type and Ws/Ws rats in each part of the colon (raw data are expressed in Fig. 2).
The coefficient of variation (CV) is calculated as the S.D. divided by the mean. The percentage of loss (%Loss 	 [wild-type 
 (Ws/Ws)] � 100/wild-
type) was calculated using the area density in Ws/Ws rats and considering wild-type values as 100%. Unpaired t-test was used to estimate differ-
ences between wild-type and Ws/Ws rats in each segment.

Fig. 3 Immunohistochemistry
(frozen sections) showing double
labelling of c-Kit /Igf1r positivities
in wild-type (a–f) and Ws/Ws (g–l)
mid colons. (d)–(f) and (j)–(l) are
enlarged figures from the boxes in
(a)–(c) and (g)–(i). In both wild-
type and Ws/Ws colons, myenteric
neurons showed relatively weak
Igf1r positivity (e and k).There
were many strongly reactive and
spindle-shaped Igf1r� cells within
the myenteric ganglia and scat-
tered in the muscle layers. Both
Igf1r� cells and ICC occur at the
ganglia although there was no co-
expression between Igf1r and c-
Kit. In Ws/Ws colon, Igf1r� cells
were greatly increased in number
within the myenteric ganglia and
especially in the circular muscle
layers. CM: circular muscle cells;
AP Auerbach’s plexus; SubM: sub-
mucosa.
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Fig. 4 Immunohistochemistry (frozen sec-
tions) showing double labelling of
Igf1r/CD34 positivities in wild-type (a–c)
and Ws/Ws (d–i) mid colons. The density of
co-localization of Igf1r and CD34 was much
higher in Ws/Ws colon (d–i) compared to
wild-type colon (a–c). (g)–(i) are enlarged
figures from the boxes in (d)–(f). The co-
localized cells were found around the
Auerbach’s plexus (hollow arrow heads),
within the muscle layers (arrows) and
around the SMP (arrow heads). CM: circu-
lar muscle cells; AP Auerbach’s plexus;
SubM: submucosa.

Fig. 5 Immunohistochemistry (frozen sec-
tions) showing double labelling of PGP 9.5
/Igf1r positivities in wild-type (a–c) and
Ws/Ws (d–f) mid colons. The density of the
Igf1r/PGP 9.5 co-expressed cells (arrows)
was similar in wild-type and Ws/Ws colon.
Some of the Igf1r�, PGP 9.5– cells were
closely apposed to PGP 9.5� enteric nerves.
CM: circular muscle cells; AP Auerbach’s
plexus; SubM: submucosa.

greatly increased in all above locations (Figs 3h, k and 6). No 
co-expression of Igf1r and c-Kit was found (Fig. 3c, f, i and l) in both
wild-type and Ws/Ws colons. Igf1r was found to be co-expressed
with both CD34 (Fig. 4a–i) and PGP 9.5 (Fig. 5a–f). Only a fraction

of the CD34� cells showed Igf1r immunoreactivity (Fig. 4a–f). In
Ws/Ws colon (Fig. 4d–i), the co-expression of Igf1r/CD34 was
markedly increased compared to wild-type colon (Figs 4a–c and 6,
P � 0.05), and the co-expressed cells were found both around
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Fig. 6 Densities of Igf1r� cells in the whole
musculature of wild-type and Ws/Ws rat
mid colon. Compared to wild-type rat colon,
Igf1r reactivity in Ws/Ws rat colon was sig-
nificantly increased (P 	 0.021, n 	 50).
Compared to wild-type rat colon, the density
of Igf1r�/CD34� cells was significantly
increased in Ws/Ws rat colon (P 	 0.011, 
n 	 50); whereas the density of Igf1r�/PGP
9.5� cells was not increased in Ws/Ws
colon (P 	 0.799, n 	 50).

Auerbach’s plexus, within the muscle layers and close to the SMP
(Fig. 4f). Co-localization of Igf1r/PGP 9.5 was found mostly in the
Auerbach’s plexus and moderately within the muscle layers; there
was no difference in the degree of co-localization between wild-type
and Ws/Ws rat colons (Figs 5a–f and 6, P � 0.05). Igf1r� cells were
also found adjacent to enteric nerves (Fig. 5c and f).

Ultrastructure

The dominant interstitial cells associated with nerve structures in
the wild-type and Ws/Ws colon were ICC, FL-ICC, fibroblasts and
macrophage-like cells. The term FL-ICC was used in accordance
with the studies of Ishikawa and co-workers in the Ws/Ws rat
stomach [22]. No obvious difference in the density of all interstitial
cells combined surrounding Auerbach’s plexus and the SMP were
seen comparing wild-type and Ws/Ws colon. Quantification in the
Ws/Ws colon of the different subtypes was not attempted,
because in many ‘ICC’ profiles a definite differentiation between
ICC and FL-ICC could not be made since a major criterion used was
the presence of caveolae, which cannot be decided upon studying
only one profile. Using low magnification, many potential ICC
according to their location, scarce perinuclear region and electron-
dense cytoplasm, were observed both at the level of the Auerbach’s
plexus (Fig. 7b) and the SMP (Fig. 9b) of both wild-type and
Ws/Ws colon. Using higher magnification, we established that the
wild-type tissue was dominated by typical ICC identified by their
abundant organelles, in particular mitochondria, presence of cave-
olae (Figs 7a, 9a and 10a), gap-junction contact with smooth muscle
cells and close apposition to nerves (Fig. 10a). In the Ws/Ws
colon, only a few ICC were present (Fig. 7c). FL-ICC were present

in much higher number with an electron-dense cytoplasm and all
other characteristics of ICC except that they had conspicuous rough
endoplasmic reticulum and were without caveolae as identified in
the profiles studied, similar to the FL-ICC in the Ws stomach [22].
Typical examples are shown in Figs 7d and 9c and d. These FL-ICCs
occupied the typical position of ICC and they were seen to make
contact with adjacent FL-ICC and smooth muscle cells (Figs 7d
and 9d). They were also close to nerve structures but no special
junction was found between them as they occur between ICC-IM
and nerves. The differences between these FL-ICC and traditional
fibroblasts (Figs 9c and 10b) were their higher electron density,
the close connections with similar cells, ICC and/or smooth muscle
cells and occupation of typical ICC sites.

At the level of Auerbach’s plexus in the Ws/Ws colon, both typ-
ical ICC-AP (Fig. 7c) and FL-ICC (Fig. 7d) were observed. Immuno
EM showed typical ICC to be c-Kit� (Fig. 8a and b) and FL-ICC to
be c-Kit– (Fig. 8b). At the SMP of Ws/Ws colon, many interstitial
cells were found associated with nerve structures (Fig. 9d). There
were almost no typical and ultrastructurally defined ICC-SMP as 
in wild-type colon (Fig. 9a). Most of the interstitial cells in this
region were FL-ICC (Fig. 9b–d), which were connected to each
other (Fig. 9d). In many profiles, the only feature different from
typical ICC was an absence of caveolae (Fig. 9c). Fibroblasts (Fig. 9c)
and macrophage-like cells (not shown) were also observed at the
level of the SMP.

Most nerve structures within the circular and longitudinal
muscle layer of the Ws/Ws colon were associated with interstitial
cells. However, positively identifiable ICC-IM were not found in
mutant rats. FL-ICC, with gap junctions between each other or
with smooth muscle cells, were also not identified at this level.
Mostly, the nerve structures were associated with fibroblasts
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(Fig. 10b) in contrast to wild-type littermates where ICC-IM were
abundant (Fig. 10a).

Discussion

Pacemaker functions of ICC

In the Ws/Ws colon, an almost complete lack of development of
c-Kit� ICC was noted except for the development of some ICC-AP,

in particular in the proximal colon based on immunohistochemical
(present study and [12]) and ultrastructural data (present study).
This provides structural evidence for the relationship between
impairment of pacemaker activity, regular rhythmic depolariza-
tions at 1.2 cycles/min. [12, 13], and loss of ICC-AP, in particular
in the mid and distal colon. Interestingly, we did not notice a loss
of the total number of all types of interstitial cells around the
colonic ganglia but rather a replacement of ICC with FL-ICC.
Different from regular fibroblasts in the connective tissues, these
FL-ICC were located in areas normally occupied by ICC, formed
gap junctions with each other as well as with adjacent smooth

Fig. 7 Ultrastructure of interstitial cells (ICC and FL-ICC) at the Auerbach’s plexus of wild-type (a) and Ws/Ws rat colon (b–d). (a) An ICC-AP (ICC) with
typical ultrastructural features of ICC–electron-dense cytoplasm, abundant mitochondria and numerous caveolae (small arrows), in the wild-type rat
proximal colon. The ICC was typically close to nerve bundles (N) of the Auerbach’s plexus between the circular (CM) and longitudinal muscle layer (LM).
(b). Ultrastructure at low magnification showing an overview of interstitial cells associated with Auerbach’s plexus in Ws/Ws proximal colon. Abundant
interstitial cells (which could not be identified at low magnification, asterisks) were located around a myenteric ganglion (G). The arrow identifies a
process of an interstitial cell that is closely connected with nerve varicosities from the myenteric ganglion (G). (c). At higher magnification ICC-AP (ICC)
can be identified in Ws/Ws proximal colon. ICC showed the same ultrastructural features as the one in figure a (small arrows indicated the caveolae)
and was also close to a nerve bundle (N). A typical fibroblast (F), which has lower electron density and a large amount of rough endoplasmic reticulum
in the cytoplasm, was nearby. (d). Two FL-ICC with fibroblast features (abundant rough endoplasmic reticulum) were connected to each other (box) in
the Auerbach’s plexus of Ws/Ws mid colon. There were no caveolae displayed along their cell membrane in this profile. Inset is an enlarged figure of
the boxed area of (d), showing a gap junction between the two cells. CM and LM: circular and longitudinal muscle layers.
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muscle cells. These c-Kit– cells are similar to the FL-ICC identified
in the rat stomach [22, 28, 29], and mouse small intestine [30].
Another interesting feature of FL-ICC is their SK3 positivity [31,
32]. SK3 belongs to the apamin sensitive SK Ca2�-activated K�

channel family, possibly involved in inhibitory neurotransmission
[12]. These FL-ICC can be considered immature ICC and may not
have developed primary pacemaker function because of a failure
to develop caveolae which might harbour a crucial component of
the pacemaker mechanism [33].

In W mutant animals, rhythmic contractile activity is sometimes
observed in organs lacking pacemaker ICC. The origin of this rhyth-
mic activity could be intrinsic to remaining ICC, as we did find c-Kit�

ICC-AP in the Ws/Ws colon. It could also be due to functional
 activity of immature ICC or it could be associated with intrinsic,
stimulus-dependent rhythmicity of smooth muscle cells. The obser-
vation of immature ICC with possible functional activity has implica-
tions for assessment of ICC injury in human disease. It is clearly
advisable to evaluate ICC pathology using electron microscopy in
addition to examination of c-Kit positivity [34]. Future studies might
identify immunohistochemical markers of immature ICC.

In the rat colon, ICC-SMP may provide a pacemaker function in
addition to ICC-AP; the ICC-SMP are associated with fast rhythmic
depolarizations at 20 cycles/min. [13]. In the Ws/Ws colon, this
high-frequency pacemaker activity was not evident [12] and the
present study provides support for the hypothesis that absence of
ICC-SMP is responsible for this. Irregular contractile activity in a fre-
quency range similar to the high-frequency depolarization does
occur in the Ws/Ws colon. This may be related to oscillatory activity
associated with secondary pacemaker activity from smooth muscle
cells or from immature ICC since our ultrastructural studies did
show FL-ICC at the same location as ICC-SMP in wild-type colon.

Role of ICC in innervation to smooth muscle cells

ICC-IM are normally associated with nerve varicosities scattered
throughout both muscle layers. In the Ws/Ws rat colon, no ICC-IM
were identified but the number of fibroblasts was increased 
compared to wild-type rat colon. We did not identify FL-ICC at this
location but we cannot confirm their absence because we may not
have captured sections where gap-junctional communication
would have been confirmed. This is more difficult to find within
the musculature where fibroblast-like cells are scattered com-
pared to the Auerbach’s or the SMP areas where they are densely
present. Since CD34�/Igf1r� cells were common within the mus-
culature, it is possible that future studies will reveal that the
fibroblasts developed within the musculature and associated with
nerve varicosities have more in common with FL-ICC than with
common fibroblasts and that a fraction of these FL-ICC are ICC
progenitor cells.

Assessment of nNOS� neurons was carried out using
immunohistochemistry together with a stereological analysis that
has been widely used to quantify the loss of neurons in the brain
in several conditions, such as in aging [35]. This methodology has
been previously used to quantify the distribution of c-Kit and
nNOS� cells in the colon of Sprague-Dawley rats [23]. Both in
wild-type and Ws/Ws rats, nNOS� neurons were found in the
colon between circular and longitudinal muscle layers forming a
network of nerve strands and ganglia. Moreover, fine fibres were
found running parallel to the long axes of smooth muscle cells,
especially in the circular muscle layer. The density of nNOS� neu-
rons was not homogeneous along the colon, being highest in the
mid area in both wild-type and Ws/Ws rats. The high density of
nNOS� neurons in the mid colon is consistent with a strong

Fig. 8 c-Kit immuno EM pictures showing c-Kit� ICC in wild-type proximal colon and c-Kit– FL-ICC in Ws/Ws mid colon. (a) A c-Kit� ICC-AP (ICC, dark
stained with DAB) situated at a ganglion in Auerbach’s plexus. Many caveolae (small arrows) were located along the membrane of the c-Kit� ICC. (b).
A c-Kit– FL-ICC was also close to a myenteric ganglion. Nearby was a c-Kit� ICC-AP (ICC, dark stained) which was crossed over by a muscle bundle
(SM). The processes of ICC and FL-ICC were directly contacting each other (arrow).
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Fig. 9 Ultrastructure of ICC-SMP in wild-type rat colon (a) and FL-ICC at the level of the SMP of Ws/Ws colon (b–d). (a) An ICC-SMP (ICC) with typical ICC
ultrastructural features was located along the inner margin of the circular muscle layer (CM) in wild-type proximal colon. Small arrows indicate caveolae.
SubM: submucosa; N: enteric nerves. (b). Low magnification shows an overview of interstitial cells that could not be identified at this magnification (*) in the
proximal colon of Ws/Ws rat. They were close to the nerves (N) at the SMP. (c). A FL-ICC with a high density of mitochondria, but without identifiable cave-
olae, is seen between the submucosa (SubM) and the circular muscle layer (CM) in the mid colon. A typical fibroblast (F) was nearby. (d). Two FL-ICC were
connected (box) to each other in the distal colon. Inset shows the boxed area enlarged identifying a gap junction between the two FL-ICC. N: enteric nerves.
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 nitrergic tone found at the same location in Sprague-Dawley rats
[23]. Comparing the density of nNOS� neurons between Ws/Ws
and wild-type rats, a significant decrease in the number of
nNOS� neurons was shown in the mid and distal colon (35% and
29%, respectively). This decrease in the density of nNOS� neu-
rons in mutant rats is a likely explanation for the reduction in the
second (L-NNA sensitive) component of the inhibitory junction
potential in these animals [12]. It is not known how a c-kit muta-
tion affects development of nitrergic nerves. It is not likely that
the development of nitrergic nerves is linked to the development
of ICC [36] although it has been reported that c-kit mutant mice
have a selective loss of vagal terminals in the fundus [37, 38].
The dependence of nitrergic nerves on stem cell factor-c-kit inter-
action is possibly indirect and may be related to c-kit dependent
development of other cells such as mast cells which provide an
abundance of growth factors that may be relevant under normal
physiological conditions [39]. Our results demonstrate that it is
important to measure the number of nNOS neurons when an
impairment of the nitrergic neurotransmission is found in a
 specific model.

FL-ICC as immature ICC and a subset of FL-ICC 
as potential adult progenitor cells

ICC originate from mesenchymal progenitor cells that co-express
both c-Kit and the smooth muscle specific ‘smooth muscle
myosin heavy chain’ during embryogenesis. In the mouse, at day
E14 or E15 of embryological development, ICC-AP and longitudi-
nal smooth muscle lineages begin to diverge and at day E18, an
ICC-AP network is developing [40, 41]. At birth, ultrastructurally
the ICC are premature and referred to as ‘ICCblasts’ [20, 42, 43] and
are similar in all aspects (ultrastructural features, proximal loca-
tion to enteric nerves and intimate connections with adjacent
smooth muscle cells) to the FL-ICC described in the present paper.
The network of these premature ICC is methylene blue and c-Kit�.
Two days after birth, the electrical pacemaker activity is fully devel-
oped [42] and structurally the ICC network is mature after wean-
ing [20]. Adult animals with a mutation in the c-kit gene (referred
to as W mutation) do not have a c-Kit� functional ICC-AP network.
Embryos homozygous for the regulatory Wbanded (Wbd) mutation
do not express Kit in the mesenchymal progenitor cells [40].
However, at day 5 postnatal, Wbd/Wbd mice display a normal net-
work of ‘ICC’ based on methylene blue staining. In another study,
a mutation was introduced by gene targeting at the W/kit locus in
mouse embryonic stem cells [44]. The lacZ reporter gene was
inserted into the first exon of c-kit, thus creating a null allele,
called WlacZ, enabling  galactosidase expression to faithfully
recapitulate the endogenous c-Kit expression. Although
WlacZ/WlacZ embryos completely lack c-Kit protein, an apparently
normal network of ‘ICC’ was found at birth based on  galactosi-
dase staining, which indicates LacZ expression in the cells that
normally express c-kit. Based on these two studies, one can con-
clude that in the absence of a fully functional c-Kit receptor, a net-
work of cells is present at birth at the ICC location that consists of
c-Kit– immature ICC. It as been generally assumed that in W
mutant animals, no cellular development of certain subtypes of
ICC occurred after birth leading to loss of ICC. The present study
suggests that the immature ICC present at birth develop into a net-
work of immature ICC in adult animals.

Are these networks of immature cells functional? Thuneberg
studied segmental activity in 5-day-old W/Wv mice occurring at
the pacemaker frequency [45]; hence, these networks of immature
ICC might be viable. In adult W/Wv mice, rhythmic propulsive
motor activity is also observed [6] and electrical pacing of intes-
tinal contractions is possible [46]. It needs further study to under-
stand the role of immature ICC in these activities since it is possible
that the rhythmic contractile activity in W/Wv mice intestine is a
reflection of a secondary pacemaker system in the smooth muscle
layer. The assessments of these immature ICC or FL-ICC can only
be done with ultrastructural studies since the cells are defined by
ultrastructural features and no unique immunohistochemical 
features have been identified thus far.

We suggested that FL-ICC were immature ICC that might cor-
respond to early progenitor ICC in the mouse stomach [21]. In
that study Kitlow/CD44�/CD34�/Insr�/Igf1r� cells were identified

Fig. 10 ICC-IM and fibroblasts. (a). Abundant ICC-IM (ICC) were encoun-
tered in wild-type proximal colon identified by an electron-dense cyto-
plasm, numerous mitochondria in the cytoplasm and caveolae rich mem-
branes. ICC were associated with nerve varicosities (N). (b) No ultra-
structurally defined ICC-IM were observed in the Ws/Ws rat colon. In
areas where normally ICC were found, fibroblasts (F) were located and
identified as fibroblast by their high density of rough endoplasmic retic-
ulum, and free ribosomes in the cytoplasm. N: enteric nerves.
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by flow cytometry and resembled common embryonic precursors
of ICC and smooth muscle. It is significant that Igf1r plays an
important role in ICC differentiation from ICC progenitors to
mature ICC [47]. Fibroblast-like cells associated with ICC are
CD34� [48] and the present study shows that a subset of CD34�

cells in the Ws/Ws colon are Igf1r�. These Igf1r�/CD34� cells
were situated at the same locations as FL-ICC identified by elec-
tron microscopy. This leads to the hypothesis that in the adult 
rat colon CD34�, Igf1r� FL-ICC are present that function as ICC
progenitor cells and that their number is greatly increased in the
Ws colon where normal development of ICC has not occurred.
FL-ICC with or without progenitor function could aid in the devel-
opment of motor patterns (including secondary pacemaker activ-
ity) that allow the mutant rats to survive without primary pace-
maker cells [6]. Strong slow wave activity was observed in tissue
cultures devoid of ICC but rich in putative ICC progenitor cells
[21]. Further understanding of progenitor cells may lead to
avenues of restoring primary pacemaker activity [49, 50] in
 tissue that have lost ICC through injury [51–54] or abnormal
development [55].

In summary, it appears that in W mutant animals the total
quantity of all types of interstitial cells does not diminish. Some

ICC subtypes develop normally whereas others such as the ICC-
AP and ICC-SMP in the colon develop only as immature ICC with
the ultrastructural appearance of FL-ICC. FL-ICC do occur in wild-
type animals, hence their number is vastly increased in W mutant
animals. A subset of FL-ICC is Igf1r�/CD34� in both wild-type and
W mutant animals, and their number is markedly increased in the
W mutant animals. It was recently established that progenitors of
ICC in the stomach are Igf1r�/CD34� [21]. Hence the
Igf1r�/CD34� FL-ICC are likely adult ICC progenitor cells.
Whether these cells function as ICC stem cells in response to
injury needs further study. It cannot be ruled out that the imma-
ture ICC have functional relevance for normal motor activity.
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